Nant Awen Getaways

Where in the heck are you?
DIRECTIONS

Nant Awen Romantic Getaways is easy to locate, a short distance off the main A470
in the delightful village of Carno.
Our postcode for directions is SY17 5JS, but hold up! Mid Wales isn’t always satnav
friendly, so I would definitely recommend having a glance at a map and over these
directions just to make sure you’re heading the right way!

Top Tip #1 First top tip! If you are driving to us via

Oswestry or Shrewsbury it is worth noting that the
SatNav will almost certainly send you over the
mountain road when you get to Welshpool. It’s not a
road I would recommend, so stick to the main road
and (gasp) i gnore the SatNavs directions! Keep
heading towards Newtown > Caersws > Carno

Directions from the village to your accommodation
If you are driving North into the village of Carno on the A470 take the next left after
the Spar shop.
If you are driving South into the village of Carno on the A470 take the next right
after the large factory on your left.
(Follow the "Cledan Valley" sign,
the Cledan Valley yurts are on the
same road as us a little further
on so if you follow their signs you
will pass our entrance eventually)
Drive along the lane for 0.8 miles
until you reach a fork in the road,
the road veers to the left up a
steep hill but you should take the
right hand fork in front of you.
(Follow another "Cledan Valley"
sign)

Drive for 120m to an entranceway sign posted "Nant Awen" follow the driveway
down to the carpark where Siwan will meet you with your key.
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Top Tip #2 Google!

We’re on

Google Maps, so if you type us in
you should get a handy little direct
route from the village straight to
our front door (we share a
postcode with about 10 other
houses up the lane so you aren’t
always guaranteed to land with us
if you only use the postcode)

Additional Notes
● Nearest airport: Birmingham International at 80 miles.
● Nearest motorway: Shrewsbury , M54 at 25 miles.
● Nearest railway station: Caersws at 5 miles (Transport can be provided to
your accommodation from station if you wish).
● Nearest beach: 30 minutes away.
● Car - recommended (to make the very most of exploring Mid Wales)

Top Tip #3 Our 3words are wand.jazzy.daisy for those of you who
want to use grid references without the grid references

LAT 52.560842 LONG -3.558373 (for you fancy pants grid readers)
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